Why patient
retention matters
Patient attrition is a major concern in clinical research and
is affected by a variety of causes.

85%

of clinical trials fail to retain
enough patients to confirm
medical treatment efficacy1

38%

18%

53%

of drop-outs were
contributed to stressful
site visits2

of drop-outs reported that
the study did not meet their
expectations2

of drop-outs did not
feel motivated to
complete the study2

Increase patient retention with Trialbee’s
digital engagement solutions.

Enable patients to integrate clinical trials into their daily lives and keep them
engaged throughout their entire journey with our digital solutions, which include
features designed to optimize retention.

On average, people
check their cell phones

Site personnel opt-in and engagement,
key to patient retention, is ensured by
Trialbee’s Participant Manager.

150 times per day,

3

making Trialbee's
engagement app and SMS
reminders perfectly positioned
to engage patients.
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54%

of respondents noted that
receiving supporting
information on the clinical
study influenced their
decision to participate.4
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Hello! Please visit:
https://xxxxx.com
to fill out your
questionnaire.
Please get in
touch if you have
questions! Thanks!

improvement in
patient retention
using SMS text
message reminders.5
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93%

of patients expect
digital tools that
facilitate
patient-provider
interactions.6
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By securing retention with our digital solutions,
sponsors learn more about the patients whose microand macro-data accelerate clinical research.

Increase patient retention with Trialbee’s
digital engagement solutions.
Read on to learn about how you can benefit by implementing Trialbee’s
digital engagement solutions in your clinical trial.

Create an effective sample size
to improve precision

Improved patient
retention

Patients dropping out of the trial reduce the
overall sample size, making the study less

Larger and more
effective sample size

effective. Reduce drop-outs and improve
patient retention to boost precision of
estimating the treatment’s effect and increase

Improved precision in estimating the
treatment’s effect and increased
statistical power

statisical power of your study.

PROTOCOL
COMPLIANCE

Enhance statistical power of
study outcomes
Improved patient engagement results in better
protocol compliance, reduced variability and improved
retention. Consequently, a larger effective sample size
maintains adequate precision and statistical power for

PATIENT ENGAGEMENT

reliable conclusion of study results.

Reduce risk of program failure
Maintaining adequate statistical
power translates to reduced risk of
ending the clinical trial with
inconclusive results, protecting the

POWER

maintain power to
prove efficacy
and safety

sponsor from having to redo the

Re-do clinical trial,
cost estimated
at $30M

RISK

reduce the risk of
failure and
protect against
escalating costs

study. Accordingly, patient
compliance and retention bring

Cancel development
program

innovative treatments to market

Trialbee solutions are designed to

within predictable timelines and

maintain expected statistical power,

costs while ensuring high-quality

thereby reducing risks for failure and

data and insights.

protecting the sponsor from
escalating costs.

POTENTIAL IMPACT
FOR NOT MAINTAINING
EXPECTED
STATISTICAL POWER

Designed to maximize patient engagement.
Our patient application features key design principles to maximize
retention and adherence.

PATIENT
INVOLVEMENT

POWER OF
KNOWLEDGE

PSYCHOLOGICAL
REWARD

DEDICATED TO PATIENTS. DRIVEN BY SCIENCE. POWERED BY DATA.
For more information or to schedule a demo, email us at
http://www.trialbee.com
solutions@trialbee.com or visit
us at trialbee.com.
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